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Executive Summary

The New York tate Board of lection (S80) will be implementing an electronic pollbook olution (ePollbook) for use
during theupcoming 2019 electionperiod and beyond. To support tis ntistive, the DHSES Cyber Incident Response
Team (OHSES CRT) provided speci security esting on each vendor ePollook system that ws submitted for
consideration by SBOE.
OHSESwasresponsible forperformingthefallin testingobjectives:

«perform nonauthenticated vulnerabilty scaning al ePolbook hardwaredevices provided; and
+ Validte dats confidentiality is mlntained during both externaldata transmissionsto a vendor loud service,

and data transmissions between two ePollaoks connectedtoth same local network
‘This report does not make any conclusive statements as to the overall security posture of the various vendor ePollbook

Submision an technical solutions. This report ony detath ining resulting rom the completion ofthe outlined
testing objectives
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Vendor 1: KNOWiNK

+ Hardwar Tested: The following lis details the hardware components submittedbythe vendor that wre
includedinthe DHSES CRTtesting

+ Notwork Port and Service Enumeration: Allfou ofthe iPad sPolbooks tested haNNN

© Pleaserefer tothe following supplemental support lsfo ull Nmap scanning results:
+ KNOWINK/PB1/Top-SYN-TCP-P8Lnmap
+ KNOWINK/PB1/Top-UDP-B1.nmap
+ KNOWINK/?B1/AggrassiveScope-SYN-TCP-PB1.nmap

*  KNOWINK/PB2/ Top-SYN-TCP-PB2.nmap

*  KNOWINK/PB2/ Top-UDP-PB2.nmap

*  KNOWINK/PB2/Aggressive-Scope-SYN-TCP-PB2.nmap

+ KNOWINK/P83/ Top-SHN-TCP-P83.0map
+ KNOWINK/?B3/ Top-UDP-pB3.0map
+ KNOWINK/?B3/AgaresiveScope-SYN-TCP-PB3.0map
+ KNOWINK/PB4/Top-SHN-TCP-PEA.nmap
+ KNOWINK/PB4/Top-UDP-PB4.nmap
+ KNOWINK/?B4/AggrassiveScope-SYN-TCP-PB4.nmap

+ Vulnerabity Scanning: No crits, igh, medium, or ow valnarablitie were dantified an any of the four PadePollbooksscanned.

Pleaserertothe folowing supplemental support files or Nessus vulnerability scanning result:
*  KNOWINK/PB1/Basic-KNOWINK-PB1-5-8 html

*  KNOWINK/PB2/Basic-KNOWINK-PB2-5-8htm!
+ KNOWINK/PB3/Basic-KNOWINK-P3.5-8. htm
*  KNOWINK/PB4/Basic-KNOWINK-PB4-5-8.html
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Executive Summary

The New York State Boardof Elections (SBOE) will be implementingan electronic pollbook solution (ePollbooks) for use:
during the upcoming 2019 election period and beyond. To support tis initiative, the DHSES Cyber Incident Response
Team (DHSES CIRT) provided specific security testing on each vendor ePollbook system that was submitted for
consideration by SBOE.

DHSES was responsible for performing the following testing objectives:

«perform non-authenticated vulnerabilityscanningall ePollbook hardware devices provided; and
+ Validate data confidentiality is maintained during both external data transmissions to: vendor cloud service,

and data transmissions between two ePallbooks connected to the same local network.

This report does not make any conclusive statementsas tothe overal security postureof the various vendor ePollbook
submissions and technical solutions. This report only detals the findings resulting from the completionofthe outlined
testing objectives.
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Vendor 1: KNOWINK
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© Data confidentiality is being maintained fo pear-to-paar traffic betweentwo pollbooksusing[SENN
rd no’.

+ Wireless Network Configuration: All threeof the mabe celular hotspotssubmittedby the vendor utizedfill
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